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Broseley. For your way of living.

Better make it
Broseley

There is nothing you could add to your home that will make a more
welcome difference than a BROSELEY STOVE.

Broseley is named after the village in

Just the sight of the shimmering embers and bright flames will make you especially glad to be home. Then feel the warmth filling the room, and relax in

the heart of England where our

style. Your Broseley stove provides more than a cosy centrepiece to your living space. Fashioned in cast iron, it is an object of singular beauty in itself.

business was born nearly fifty years

Not only will it change your life, but fit in with your way of living. Whether your taste is contemporary, traditional or your own personal mixture; there’s

ago. It’s just across the historic

a stove to match from the Broseley collection. Nobody offers a wider choice of woodburning, electric or gas stoves exclusively in solid cast iron.

Ironbridge over the Severn from
Coalbrookdale where the 18th century
ironmasters

forged

the

Industrial

Revolution – a fitting origin for a
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innovative features that help make

green credentials in the Broseley range, and so

warm or the central heating is on. There’s no need for

Broseley the UK’s favourite range of

efficient most are approved for use in Smoke

a flue. It can be installed instantly.

woodburning, electric and gas fuel

Control Areas.

the
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Better for the world out there
Not only is wood a renewable fuel, the CO2 which wood emits when it burns is balanced by the CO2 the tree has absorbed over its
lifetime. This makes it carbon neutral.
As conventional fuel costs continue to rise and environmental regulations tighten, your Broseley woodburning stove will become an
asset of ever increasing value. That’s why as you relax in the rosy glow you can quietly pat yourself on the back for being both
environmentally responsible and financially shrewd.

WOODBURNING
The big majority of us live in smoke control
areas as defined by the Clean Air Acts. Here
you can only use solid fuel heating
appliances which have passed the

THE ENVIRONMENTAL
CHOICE. That’s what
you make when you burn
wood in a Broseley
woodburning stove good for the planet as well
as great for the home.

tests set by the Department for
Environment Food and Rural Affairs,
DEFRA. So efficiently do Broseley
stoves convert wood into heat, the
majority bare the Smoke Exempt Seal (SE).
GAS AND ELECTRIC

The glass door of the stove presents an enticing flame picture in ever changing shades from deep red through orange to yellow - with the odd spark. If you think we’re just talking about woodburning

most efficient gas engines in existence.

stoves, you need to witness the authenticity of electric and gas effects for yourself.

We should know; we pioneered them. With
need to keep the central heating on,
minimising household fuel consumption.
Electricity is clean energy. But unlike any
other fuel it’s 100% efficient and you get the
full benefit of every unit used.
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RECYCLABLE

SUSTAINABLE

tempts you to withdraw in well-deserved contentment.

Broseley gas fired stoves employ some of the

a 5kW gas stove to heat a room there’s no

NATURAL

Nothing stands for home as much as the hearth. It has always been so. The Romans had a word for it – focus. Your Broseley stove has a strength of character which draws people naturally together and

The appeal is sensual as well as visual. If warmth deserves to be described as beautiful, it’s the kind which emanates from sturdy cast iron. This has a unique capacity to absorb heat from the fire within
and radiate it gently from every surface evenly around the room. By comparison central heating feels unnatural. Both woodburning and gas fired stoves have this special power to satisfy.

...and your world in here
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The pleasure of choosing...
Look There are a few things you really need to see at first hand and to touch in

Listen A cast iron stove is probably a world apart from anything else you’ve ever

Fit Both woodburning and gas fired stoves require a flue. It could be an existing

Relax Real flames bestowing a cosy ambience, but with over three times the

order to appreciate their true nature. A Broseley stove is one of them. That’s why we

bought. That’s why it’s important to get expert advice on which model is suitable for

chimney. But certain stoves are capable of being fitted against an outside wall. Installation

heating efficiency of an open fire – that’s the difference a Broseley woodburning or gas

recommend a visit to a local showroom belonging to a member of the Broseley

your home. Stoves range in power up to 10kW. A pre-sales visit will verify what’s right

is a specialist business. That’s why we recommend using a HETAS approved or Gas Safe

fired stove makes to a room. An electric stove will provide back-up warmth, and you

Authorised Stockist national network. Here you can have the pleasure of examining and

for the room you have in mind. You’ll also get to know the correct fuel to use, how to

engineer who will assess whether any changes are needed to your fireplace or chimney

can delight in the flame picture by itself. So what are you waiting for? Gather round.

comparing these pieces of technology, understand how they work and picture how

control its operation for warmth and economy and how to clean and care for your new

before installation. If you want your stove to be up and running instantly, consider going

agreeably they might fit in with your lifestyle.

prized possession.

electric. A socket is all you really need.

the
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perfect stove
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Enter a world of living warmth the

woodburning way
GENEROUS, WELCOMING, ROMANTIC, AND BEAUTIFULLY
DESIGNED – you’re sold on the dream of a life with a BROSELEY
woodburning stove.
But how easy are they to run and live with? Operation is simple. A control regulates the air flowing through a front vent into the fire chamber.
Open it to summon up a blaze. When you’re happy with the room temperature, you can close it to achieve any level of burn, down to a
glimmering smoulder.
The secret of its efficiency is a system of ducts that direct different airflows around the interior. The primary air control directs air
across the fire itself and around the back. The secondary air control above the glass sends down a pre-heated curtain of air to burn off
any particles that could obscure the view. With this Airwash technology to keep it clean, you don’t have to bother to clean it yourself.
That’s the brilliant part.

5

YEAR
WARRANTY

WOODBURNING STOVES

WOODBURNING STOVES

WOODBURNING STOVES

WOODBURNING STOVES

Most of our stoves are capable of burning either wood or smokeless fuel. Logs burn best on a flat surface, building up to a bed of embers,
but smokeless fuel requires a current of air underneath. That’s achieved by operating a lever. Satisfied with the way these stoves perform?
Now how will they look? Turn over and picture which of the collection will complement your lifestyle.
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SERRANO 3

SERRANO 5 SE

WOODBURNING STOV E

WOODBURNING STOVE

With its sleek matt surface and rounded lines, the SERRANO 3 makes itself

With an output of 5kW and the infinitely

comfortably at home in both contemporary settings and spaces with an

adaptable looks which characterise the whole

eclectic mix of old and new. If you want to introduce the benefits of a

Serrano range, the SERRANO 5 SE has the

woodburning stove to a smaller room, bring in SERRANO 3 with its heat

power to transform the look and feel of rooms

output of 3kW. Its slim profile enables it to fit into shallower recesses; but

in the size and style of house where most of us

make no mistake, weighing in at 100kg this is a high performance stove

live. You can see why it’s a favourite.

with an 81% efficiency rating.
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SERRANO 7 SE
WOODBURNING STOVE

Everything about the SERRANO 7 SE is expansive. Its hefty 7kW heat
output will radiate warmth around every cubic metre of the largest spaces,
making it especially welcome in rooms which are open plan or where a
wall has been removed between two rooms to create a spacious living area.
So panoramic is the flame picture through the arched window, you
can revel in the ever changing display from any corner.
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SERRANO 5 SE
LOG STORE

SERRANO 7 SE
LOG STORE

WOODBURNING STOVE

WOODBURNING STOVE

The best way to appreciate what this tall new

The statement which the broad shouldered

member of the Serrano family adds to home life

SERRANO 7 SE makes is all the more

is to sit back in front of it. Normally you look

magnificent with the integral log store. It

down into a stove’s embers and fire bed, but

combines impact with convenience. Not only

because the SERRANO 5 SE with log store is

does its considerable capacity mean fewer trips

raised you can see amazing wisps of flame

to fetch wood from outside, the grain and growth

flickering around the top of the interior.

rings on the cut ends of the logs and the pattern

Endless fascination.

they form stacked together add a
satisfyingly natural design element.
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YORK MIDI SE

YORK GRANDE SE

WOODBURNING STOVE

WOODBURNING STOV E

When you introduce the YORK MIDI SE into a

As the name suggests, the YORK GRANDE SE has the power to circulate

room, you are adding an item of furniture that

natural warmth around a good sized room. Yet it balances strength

will stand comparison with some of your prized

with elegance, thanks to those delightful embellishments cast

possessions. Witness the Regency legs and the

into the iron. Raised on elegant legs, the York echoes

architectural references around the top.

traditional furniture.

The difference with this piece of furniture is that
it comes to life – bestowing light and warmth
all around.
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WINCHESTER
WOODBURNING STOV E

The WINCHESTER is glorious whichever way you look at it.
That’s because in addition to the window commanding your gaze from the
front, it also has windows facetted at an angle down either side.
So even in the widest room no one sitting at an angle to the stove will be
deprived of a comforting glimpse of firelight.

Its powerful presence is supported by a heat output approaching
9kW at an efficiency rate of 83%, one of the best around - one of the many
reasons it’s enormously popular.
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SNOWDON 26 SE

SNOWDON 30

WOODBURNING BOILER STOV E

WOODBURNING BOILER STOV E

The sturdy SNOWDON 26 SE has an imposing presence. With its double

The SNOWDON 30 is the most powerful stove in

doors and greater width, it presents a wider expanse of blazing wood within

the range, and it has a mighty task to perform – not

an open hearth.

only to bathe even the largest room with warmth
and glowing ambience, but to power the whole of

It can be easily integrated with either the unvented (combi boiler) system or

a home’s central heating and hot water system.

the traditional vented system with water tanks. It will throw out 10kW
worth of heat directly, enough for a room of considerable size, and
contribute a full 16kW to a hot water system.

It fulfils its role magnificently. That’s because
within its solid cast iron structure is a steel
wrap-around boiler which harnesses the extra
available heat to distribute around your home,
providing 8kW of heat into the room and 22kW
into the hot water system.
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How to add traditional values in an instant the electric way
When we first decided to power a cast iron stove with electricity, we had
in mind people with a fireplace or space for a stove who desired that
traditional look. But with total convenience.
With an electric stove there’s no need for a flue. You can safely sit a stove directly on a carpet or wooden floor; the only installation required is plugging into a socket. It
will convect 1kW or 2kW of heat into the room, thermostatically controlled for lasting comfort - enough to take the chill out while the central heating is warming up. You
even have the option of enjoying the glow without the heat any time of year. It all happens in an instant. What sets Broseley electric stoves apart is their cast iron
construction and the authenticity of the visual effect. We have perfected lighting technology to emulate the flames, the shimmer and smoulder of a real woodburning
stove to the last detail. To get the effect just right, you can arrange a selection of the ceramic logs and real polished anthracite coals just as you please. Although
indistinguishable in looks from their woodburning and gas cousins, their cast iron skins are thinner. This makes them portable around the house – living room, bedroom,
kitchen, conservatory - wherever you fancy.

BROSELEY
ELECTRIC STOVE
OPTIONS

FUEL EFFECT

HANDLES

Coal

Black

Log

FLUE
SPIGOT

DOOR INSERTS
Chrome

Lattice

Arched
Lattice

Plain

Arched
Window

4 Fitted as standard
ɀ Option available
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YORK MIDI

4

4

SERRANO 3

4

WINCHESTER

4

4

4

CANTERBURY

4

4

4

LINCOLN

4

4

4

4

ɀ

4

ɀ

ɀ

ɀ

ɀ

4

ɀ

4

ɀ

ɀ

Double door design

4

ɀ
ɀ
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YORK MIDI
ELECTRIC STOVE

Stand the YORK MIDI electric stove beside its gas or woodburning twin
and you won’t see any difference. It even has an optional spigot for
attaching a dummy flue pipe. Light them up and they’re still amazingly
challenging to distinguish - though admittedly the instant heat is something
of a giveaway.

Another distinction is the door design. Woodburning stove doors all have
plain glass, but with the YORK MIDI electric you can also opt for door
inserts with latticework or gothic arch designs inspired by the Minster
windows.

Elgin and Hall Aurelia surround in Pearl Stone Micro Marble
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SERRANO 3

WINCHESTER

ELECTRIC STOVE

ELECTRIC STOVE

The compact size and timeless styling would tempt you to place the SERRANO 3

With the artfully simulated flames visible from

in the bedroom. In its electric version there’s nothing to stop you. Plug in, switch it

both left and right sides, the splendid

on and lie back to enjoy its restful, flickering ambience. Like all Broseley electric

WINCHESTER is just as much an all-round

stoves, it’s soothingly quiet. If tomorrow you fancy moving it to liven up the

success in electric mode as woodburning or gas.

conservatory, that’s your privilege.

If you see an opportunity in a vacant corner
or empty fireplace to make a bold statement,
nothing could bring heat, light and sculptural
dignity faster than the WINCHESTER.
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CANTERBURY

LINCOLN

ELECTRIC STOVE

ELECTRIC STOVE

Choose the CANTERBURY for amazing adaptability.

The difference you notice right away is the centre-opening double doors with a

That strong, classic look with subtle lines and

traditional pattern. You can run the LINCOLN with them either closed or open for

pattern-work is just the start. It comes supplied with

a change. You can also change the arrangement of the logs and coals.

both hand-crafted ceramic logs and a bag of polished

The LINCOLN is slimline to the extent of being only 10 inches (254mm) deep so

pieces of anthracite, one of the purest forms of carbon.

it suits standard sized hearths and fireplaces. All of which could easily make it an
open and closed choice.

Arrange these how you will – all logs, all coals or a
mixture. You also have a choice of door inserts: arched
window (as standard), plain and arched lattice. To see
the advantage, just switch on and observe how these
patterns increase the impression of depth within. In fact,
the CANTERBURY is slim in profile, enabling it to fit
into shallow fireplaces - another side of its adaptability.

Elgin and Hall Colwyn surround in limestone
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Come home to real heat from real flames the gas

fired way

Broseley started life as innovative gas engineers. Around 25 years ago we
pioneered a gas engine of such neatness and efficiency, it became our
first choice of fuel.
Whether arising from hand crafted ceramic fibre logs or coals, the flame picture is remarkably reminiscent of the real thing. The heat, is comparable in quality to the
warmth radiating from our equivalent woodburning models. Although the output is slightly less, the extra convenience of gas more than compensates. Once the pilot is
lit, the stove springs to life at your command. Thermostatic operation optimises fuel consumption; digital remote control gives you the freedom to change the view from
blazing to smouldering and back.
Choose accurately to meet your needs, and you can find a stove that can fit into slim spaces, and work without a chimney using a neat balanced flue outlet to any outside
wall. This is why the gas fired way could be the solution you’ve been seeking.

BROSELEY
GAS STOVE
OPTIONS

FUEL EFFECT
Coal

Log

HANDLES

DOOR INSERTS

Black

Lattice

Arched
Lattice

Plain

Arched
Window

DIGITAL
REMOTE
CONTROL

BALANCED
FLUE
OPTION
(with digital
remote control)

4 Fitted as standard
ɀ Option available
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YORK MIDI

4

4

WINCHESTER

4

CANTERBURY

4

4

LINCOLN

4

4

ɀ

4

ɀ

4

ɀ

ɀ

4
ɀ

ɀ

Double door design

4
4

4

ɀ
ɀ
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YORK MIDI
GAS STOVE

Manufactured in the traditional way but with Broseley advanced gas
technology capable of a 4.6kW heat output, the YORK MIDI is the perfect
choice for many rooms, whether for continuous or occasional use.
It will obediently spring to life and suffuse the space with warmth in minutes.
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WINCHESTER
GAS STOVE

Like its woodburning and electric counterparts,
the

noble

WINCHESTER

incorporates

distinctive side windows so the beauty and
warmth of the fire can be appreciated from all
aspects of your living room. It also has the
advantage of Broseley’s own uniquely efficient
gas engine to generate 5.5kW worth of warmth
at 80% efficiency.

Digital remote control, choice of coal or log
effect – what more do you need to make this
obedient stove perfect for you in person.
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CANTERBURY

LINCOLN

GAS STOVE

GAS STOVE

Elegance crafted into cast iron, that’s the CANTERBURY. Its exquisite detailing includes an embossed flame

The LINCOLN is distinctive for its double

rising up the side and a choice of lattice or arched patterns under the wide curve of the window. Or you can

doors with Victorian detailing to frame the

opt for plain glass enabling you to enjoy the full panorama of flames dancing on coals. Today’s housing interiors

authentic flame picture. What will surprise you

demand slimline appliances and the CANTERBURY complies beautifully. Its proportions allow it to sit happily

is that you can run the stove at full gas power

on a standard sized hearth and radiate all the heat a typical room requires for comfort and joy.

with the doors open. Yet this is not an open fire.

If you don’t have a conventional chimney in a room and yearn for the reassuring presence and glowing
performance of a Broseley cast iron stove, the gas fired CANTERBURY with a balanced flue (which both
admits air for ventilation and expels exhaust gases) is the answer. It allows it to be placed free-standing against
any outside wall and flue through the wall in
the same way as central heating. With its
slimline shape it won’t intrude into your
space – be it living room, bedroom or
conservatory - but simply transform it.

For a slimline stove its 4.6kW output is more
than adequate to heat a typical room. With the
balanced flue version of the LINCOLN that
could be most rooms in the house.
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PLAN YOUR WAY OF LIVING
WOODBURNING

MODEL

SERRANO 3

Dimensions (mm)

SERRANO 5 SE

ELECTRIC

SERRANO 7 SE

SERRANO 5 SE
Log Store

SERRANO 7 SE
Log Store

YORK MIDI SE

YORK GRANDE SE WINCHESTER

SNOWDON 26 SE SNOWDON 30
Boiler Stove
Boiler Stove

YORK MIDI

430w 545h 305d 432w 540h 473d

608w 540h 488d

414w 760h 488d

590w 760h 488d

464w 585h 488d

540w 585h 488d

600w 610h 475d

811w 696h 732d

736w 746h 610d

440w 580h 310d 427w 538h 285d

Weight (Kg)

85

97

120

126

157

98

122

133

325

252

33

Finish

Metallic Black

Metallic Black

Metallic Black

Metallic Black

Metallic Black

Metallic Black

Metallic Black

Metallic Black

Metallic Black

Metallic Black

Fuel Type

Wood and Coal

Wood and Coal

Wood and Coal

Wood and Coal

Wood and Coal

Wood and Coal

Wood and Coal

Wood and Coal

Wood

Output (kW)

3

5

7

5

7

5

7

8

Water Output (kW)

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Gross Efficiency %

81.2

76.3

76.3

76.3

76.3

76.3

Flue | *Optional

125mm (5”)

125mm (5”)

125mm (5”)

125mm (5”)

125mm (5”)

Page Number

10

11

12-13

14

15
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GAS

CANTERBURY

CANTERBURY
Balanced flue**

LINCOLN

LINCOLN
Balanced flue**

575w 660h 335d

575w 660h 325d

575w 660h 335d

585w 610h 335d

75

53

66

53

64

Metallic Black

Metallic Black

Metallic Black

Metallic Black

Metallic Black

Metallic Black

Electric

Gas

Gas

Gas

Gas

Gas

Gas

2

2

4.6

5.5

4.6

5.1

4.6

5.1

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

80

80

80

80

80

80

125mm (5”)*

125mm (5”)*

125mm (5”)*

125mm (5”)*

125mm (5”)*

125mm (5”)

125mm (5”)

125mm (5”)

100mm (4”)

125mm (5”)

100mm (4”)

24-25

26

27

28

29

32-33

34-35

36

36

37

37

SERRANO 3

WINCHESTER

WINCHESTER

CANTERBURY

LINCOLN

YORK MIDI

585w 610h 365d

575w 660h 625d

570w 660h 320d

440w 580h 410d 600w 610h 475d

30

52

53

45

61

Metallic Black

Metallic Black

Metallic Black

Metallic Black

Metallic Black

Wood and Coal

Electric

Electric

Electric

Electric

10

8

2

2

2

-

16

22

-

-

76.6

80

78

75

-

125mm (5”)

125mm (5”)

125mm (5”)

150mm (6”)

150mm (6”)

16

17

18-19

20

21

AFTERCARE

WARRANTY

BROSELEY STOCKISTS

Annual servicing and chimney sweeping is a must for gas and woodburning stoves to keep them in
top working order. Only ever clean the surface of your stove when it is cold, using a soft brush.
A slightly damp lint-free cloth can be used for stubborn stains but ensure surfaces are dried
immediately. Your stove’s Metallic Black high temperature paint will lighten over time through
natural ageing. You can re-paint or touch up your stove with a recommended paint from your stove
retailer who can also supply any replacement parts and spares.

Gas and Electric appliances carry a 12 month warranty which covers any manufacturing faults.
It is important to note that a number of components in your stove are classed as consumable and
therefore will need to be replaced from time to time (consumable parts include grates, firebricks and
rope). Glass does not carry any form of warranty, this is because the glass can only break through
mechanical impact.

All our dealers have showrooms where you can examine these beautiful pieces of technology and understand how they work
and fit into your home. You’ll receive expert advice on which model will fit your house and your needs best, how to control its
operation for warmth and economy, and how to clean and care for your stove.
There are appointed stockists covering the whole of the UK, so you won’t have to travel far to see how a Broseley stove can
change your home life for the better. You can find your nearest stockist in the UK by using the Store Locator on our website
(www.broseleyfires.com) or by contacting our sales office on 01743 461444.

** The flame pattern may vary on the Canterbury and Lincoln balanced flue models

Broseley. For your way of living.
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